Speculation is rampant as to where these methods may take us in the future. Powerful decision-making tools are in development or already in operation, absorbing and applying large amounts of data to discrimination tasks normally reserved for human judgment. Therein lies an issue deserving of the attention of ACM members and all others engaged in fashioning these new tools. These systems are brittle in some respects. The training sets used to develop the neural network weights can be biased in ways not known to the trainers. The choices or decisions indicated by the networks can also exhibit chaotic effects in the sense that small changes in inputs can result in extreme changes in output. In socalled generative adversarial networks, g two networks are pitted against each other (see Goodfellow et al. p. 56) . One tries to fool the other into thinking that an image of a dog, for example, is actually a cat. Changes to small numbers of f https://deepmind.com/blog/deepmind-aireduces-google-data-centre-cooling-bill-40/ g https://deeplearning4j.org/generativeadversarial-network pixels that are imperceptible to humans can cause a neural network to make major classification mistakes. In my layman's cartoon model of this phenomenon, I imagine each pixel in the input image is a distinct dimension in a high dimension space. Hyperplanes separate images of animals, for instance, from each other. Small changes in the values of some pixels may cause a vector in hyperspace to move across the hyperplane boundary and cause the system to misidentify an image of a dog as a cat or something else. These hazards drive the need for serious thinking about the potential to depend too much on the output of such neural systems or to make autonomous decisions without human intervention. Attention to the training sets and assiduous testing against a wide range of inputs seems essential to limit serious side effects of decision making using these systems. That such neural networks can be extremely valuable is inarguable in the face of demonstrated results so far. That they can also be catastrophically wrong is equally evident, triggering a serious need for ethical considerations in their development and application. This is true in general for all software, but especially so for neural networks which functions are still somewhat mysterious and which successes are so spectacular that it is tempting to ignore the potential for unintended consequences of their use.
